Chapter 6
Drawing a circle and conic sections
Math 4520, Spring 2015

6.1

A Greek incidence theorem

To properly understand projective geometry it is necessary to go beyond Desargues’ Theorem
and the geometry of lines alone. Greek geometry put a great deal of emphasis on the circle,
and as anybody can see there are many other curves as well. However, a picture of a circle
is not a circle. It is a conic section, the intersection of a cone over a circle with a plane. We
look at what some of the incidence properties of a conic section are.
Similar to the spirit of Desargues’ Theorem we define a point hexagon as an ordered
sequence of six distinct points in a projective plane (or projective 3-space), p1 , . . . , p6 . A
line hexagon will be a sequence of six distinct lines L1 , . . . , L6 . Note that the lines through
pi and pi+1 , where i = 1, 2, . . . , 6, define a line hexagon from a point hexagon. Conversely,
the sequence of points incident to Li and Li−1 define a point hexagon from a line hexagon.
Note that p1 = p7 , and L1 = L7 in these definitions.
We first consider a case of a “degenerate” conic section that was also considered by Pappus
who lived about 300 A.D. Recall that a hyperbola degenerates into two distinct lines when
the plane intersects the cone at its vertex.
Theorem 6.1.1 (Pappus). If the alternate points of a (point) hexagon are incident to two
fixed lines, then the opposite sides are incident to three collinear points. (See Figure 6.1.)
One of the reasons for the importance of Pappus’ Theorem is that it is stronger than
Desargues’ Theorem. In other words, by using only the notion of incidence in the plane, it
is possible to give a formal proof Desargues’ Theorem by three applications of the property
in the statement of Pappus’ Theorem.
Another reason for the interest in Pappus’ and Desargues’ Theorems is that they can be
used to provide coordinates for a formal “projective plane” over a field. Pappus’ Theorem
insures that the underlying field is commutative. There will be more about this later.

6.2

Cones and conic sections

Let us recall the definition of a cone. A standard definition coming from Greek geometry
defines a cone as set of lines from a given point p to a given circle C, where p (the vertex of
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Let us recall the definition of a cone. A standard definition coming from Greek geometry
defines a cone as set of lines from a given point p to a given circle C, where p ( the vertex
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Figure 6.2
It turns out that it is not necessary for the cone to be a right circular cone. Any cone over
a conic section ( where the vertex of the cone is not necessarily on the line perpendicular to
the plane through the "center" of the conic section), when intersected by a plane is again
section.it is not necessary for the cone to be a right circular cone. Any cone
It turnsa conic
out that
Looking at things as an artist, this says that any drawing of a conic section is again a
over a conicconic
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a conic section.
Looking at things as an artist, this says that any drawing of a conic section is again a
conic section. The picture plane is the intersecting plane. With this in mind we give an
algebraic definition of a conic section in the Euclidean plane with Cartesian coordinates. We
say that a conic section is any set S of the form
S = {(x, y) | Ax2 + Bxy + Cy 2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0},
where A, . . . , F are constants.
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Figure 6.3
The previous defmition of a conic is more accurately called a point conic, since it is a
set of points. A dual notion is a line conic which consistsof the collection of lines tangent
to a non-degeneratepoint conic. For instan.ce,if the line conic is a parabola, the line at
infinity
is the only line
the line is
conic.
Noteaccurately
tp,~t a line is tangent
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only since it is a set
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SeeFigure
7.2.3.collection of lines tangent to a

of
non-degenerate point conic. For instance, if the line conic is a parabola, the line at infinity
is on the line conic. The other line conics do not have the line at infinity. Note that a line
is tangent to a conic if and only if the line intersects the (point) conic at exactly one point.
Note that this definition of tangency is not so good for other curves, of course. See Figure
6.4.

6.3

Incidence properties of conics, Pappus’ and Pascal’s Theorems

The “generalization” of Pappus Theorem to include the case of a non-degenerate conic was
first discovered by a sixteen-year-old boy in the the seventeenth century.
Theorem 6.3.1 (Blaise Pascal, 1640)). If a point hexagon lies on a point conic, then the
three pairs of opposite sides are incident to three collinear points. See Figure 6.5.
Much later in the nineteenth century the “dual” statement of Pascal’s Theorem was
discovered.
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p1 , . . . , p5 as part of a point hexagon. Draw an arbitrary line through p1 and regard it as
the other line of the hexagon through p1 . We can then find two of the three points of the
intersections of opposite sides. The line through those two points intersects the line through
p2 and p3 , which by Pascal’s Theorem must be the third intersection of the opposite sides.
The line through p5 and this point determine the last line of the hexagon and thus the point
p6 on the conic. See Figure 6.7. Just as in the case with Desargues’ Theorem we cannot
prove Pascal’s Theorem by only using the axioms of a projective plane. We need to know
something more, and even just having our plane sitting in a projective three-space is not
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one equation and there six unknowns. One unknown is redundant, since multiplication by
a constant does not change the set 5, where the equation is 0. Note that the conic through
the five points could degenerate to two lines.
Suppose that five points on a conic are known as in Figure 7.3.3. Think of these five
points PI, ..., Ps as part of a point hexagon. Draw an arbitrary line through PI and regard
it as the other line of the hexagon through PI. We can then find two of the three points
of the intersections of opposite sides. The line through those two points intersects the
line through P2 and P3, which by Pascal's Theorem must be the third intersection of the
opposite sides. The line through Ps and this point determines the last line of the hexagon
and thus the point P6 .on the conic. See Figure 7.3.3.
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enough as we will see. We need to have not only coordinates, but we need to know that our
“field” of underlying scalars is “commutative”. (We will discuss this in more detail later.)
The proof of Pascal’s Theorem that we outline here is in the spirit of our proof of Desargues’ Theorem in that it only uses incidence properties in three-space, but it does not seem
to be similarly inspired by an artist’s easel. The proof below comes from “Geometry and the
yperboloids
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properties:
a. Each point of H lies in one and only one line of each ruling.
b. Each line of one ruling intersects eachline of the other ruling at one point, possibly
at infinity (i.e. they could be parallel).
c. Two distinct lines from the sameruling do not intersect ( even at infinity ).
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Property 3 follows since, for every θ, either cos θ or sin θ is not 0.

6.4

The proof of Pappus’ and Pascal’s Theorems

We start with an intermediate lemma. For simplicity assume that the point hexagon H lies
on the circle
C = {(x, y, z) | x2 + y 2 = 1, z = 0} ⊂ H
Let p1 , . . . , p6 be the point hexagon in C. Let L1 , . . . , L6 be lines on alternate rulings of H
through p1 , . . . , p6 , respectively. Say L1 , L3 , L5 are in the − ruling, and L2 , L4 , L6 are in
the + ruling, where pi ∈ Li , for i = 1, . . . , 6. Let π0 be the xy-plane of C. All the indices are
taken modulo 6. We shall use the notation pq to denote the line incident to p and q, two
distinct points.
Lemma 6.4.1. Let the lines pi pi−1 and pi+3 pi+2 intersect at the point xi in π0 . Then xi ,
Li ∩ Li+3 and Li−1 ∩ Li+2 are collinear in three-space.

Let PI, ---, P6 be the point hexagon in C. Let L1, ..., L6 be lines on alternate rulings of
H through Pl,.--,P6,
respectively. Say L1, L3, Ls are in the -ruling,
and L2, L4, L6
are in the + ruling, where Pi E Li, for i = I, ...,6. Let 7robe the xy-plane of C. All the
indices are taken modulo 6. We shall use the notation pq to denote the line incident to p
and q, t\\~ distinct pointsLemma

7.5.1:

Xi, Li n Li+3

Let

the lines

and Li-l

n Li+2

PiPi-l

and Pi+3Pi+2

are col1inear

intersect

at the point

Xi in 7ro. Then

in three-space.
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Proof: Since Li+3 and Li+2 are in opposite nilings, they intersect and determine a plane
whicll intersects 1ro in the line Pi+2Pi+3. This plane must also contain Li n Li+3 and
Li+2 n Li-l since it contains one 0£ the lines that determines the intersections.

Proof. Since Li+3 and Li+2 are in opposite rulings, they intersect and determine a plane which
intersects π0 in the line pi+2 pi+3 . This plane must also contain Li ∩ Li+3 and Li+2 ∩ Li−1
since it contains one of the lines that determines the intersections.
Similarly there is another plane determined by Li and Li−1 which also contains xi , Li ∩Li+3
and Li−1 ∩ Li+2 . The intersection of these two planes is the desired line. This finishes the
proof.
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Figure 6.11

Proof of Pappus' Theorem: Regard the two given lines as two lines in the hyperboloid H ,
one line in the + ruling and the other line in the -ruling.
Proceed as above. Just make
sure that each Li's is chosen from the opposite ruling for which you have chosen for the line
corresponding to Pi. Any angle of intersecting lines ( even parallel lines ) can be obtained
by taking appropriate lines from opposite rulings. This is all that is needed for the proof
of Pappus'
Theorem.Regard the two given lines as two lines in the hyperboloid
Pappus’
Theorem.

Proof of
H,
Forruling
the general
of Pascal's
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later thatProceed
any non-degenerate
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andcase
the
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−see
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The reader should also carefully look at the proofs above. What have we really used to
taking appropriate
lines from opposite rulings. This is all that is needed for the proof of
prove these theorems? On the surfacewe seemto have used a great number of properties of
Pappus’ Theorem.
real numbers and thus implicitly we have shown the Pascal and Pappus property only for
the Euclidean Plane, or the Extended Euclidean Plane. Nevertheless,Pappus' Theorem
and Pascal's Theorem holds in a much more general context, which we will sketch later .
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For the general case of Pascal’s Theorem, we will see later that any non-degenerate conic
can be projected onto any other, and so the general case follows from the case when C is a
circle. Alternatively, we could take π0 to be any plane and then C = π0 ∩ H will be a general
conic section.
The reader should also carefully look at the proofs above. What have we really used to
prove these theorems? On the surface we seem to have used a great number of properties
of real numbers and thus implicitly we have shown the Pascal and Pappus property only for
the Euclidean Plane, or the Extended Euclidean Plane. Nevertheless, Pappus’ Theorem and
Pascal’s Theorem holds in a much more general context, which we will sketch later. Even
our proofs above, when you look at them carefully, do not need all the properties of real
numbers.

6.5

Exercises:

1. Use the hyperboloid to prove Brianchon’s theorem. Take C, the conic, to be a circle as
before. Note that L1 , . . . , L6 now “project” to lines tangent to C, where is orthogonal
projection parallel to the z-axis (i.e. form the point at infinity on the z-axis.)
2. Consider four points p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 on a circle (or more generally any conic). Show that
the three points p1 p2 ∩ p3 p4 , the intersection of the tangents at p1 and p4 , and the
intersection of the tangents at p2 and p3 , are collinear.
3. In the statement of Pascal’s Theorem all six points are distinct. However, when two
points are the same on a conic, we can still think of them as distinct but “infinitesimally”
close. In this way the line they determine is the tangent to the conic at their common
position.
(a) State the analogue of Pascal’s Theorem in the case when just two of the points of
the hexagon, say p1 and p6 , coincide on the conic. Draw a picture.
(b) State the analogue of Pascal’s Theorem when p5 = p6 and p3 = p4 . Draw a
picture. Show how this is related to Problem 2 above.
4. Suppose one is drawing a circle in a square, and one has calculated the four points of
tangency and the four tangents in the picture plane. Show how to use the construction
from Pascal’s Theorem to find arbitrarily many other points on the projection of the
circle. Use problem 3(a).
5. Using the algebraic definition of a plane
{(x, y, z) | Ax + By + Cz + D = 0}
show that it must intersect the hyperboloid in a conic section. Use the algebraic
definition of a conic section as well.
6. Show that the hyperboloid H can be regarded as the union of the (points on the) lines
through three fixed non-intersecting lines in H. We count the lines at infinity as well.

a.
b.

State the analogue of Pascal's Theorem in the case when just two of the points
of the hexagon, say Pl and P6, coincide on the conic. Draw a picture.
State the analogue of Pascal's Theorem when Ps = P6 and P3 = P4. Drawa
picture. Show how this is related to Problem 2 above.

4. Supposeone is dra\ving a circle in a square, and one has calculated the four points
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of tangency and the four tangents in the picture plane. Show how to use the
construction from Pascal's Theorem to find arbitrarily many other points on the
projection of the
Use problem
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Figure 7.E.l

Figure 6.12
5.

Using the algebraic definition of a plane
{(x,y,z)

Ax +By+Cz

+D

= 0}

7. (Challenging) Show that the Pappus property in a projective
plane implies the Desarshow that it must intersect the hyperboloid in a conic section. Use the algebraic
gues property. definition
Use only
of a projective plane.
of a the
conic formal
section asproperties
well.
8. Is property 3 of a hyperboloid needed for the proof of Pascal’s Theorem?
9. What are the properties of the sine and cosine function that are really used in the proof
of Pascal’s Theorem?
10. In Figure 6.13 the plane is subdivided into 16 open region by lines through 4 points
on a rectangle. If an additional fifth point is chosen in one of those regions, there is a
unique conic through those 5 from the discussion above.

Figure 6.13

(a) For each of the regions determine which type of conic (ellipse/circle or hyperbola)
is determined by that fifth point.
(b) Why is each conic symmetric about the center point in the Figure. (A helpful fact
is that if two conics intersect in n, a finite number of points, then n ≤ 4.)

6.5. EXERCISES:
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(c) Is there a choice of a fifth point where the conic is a parabola?
(d) Use the Pascal construction, described in class to find a “bunch” of points on a
conic determined by a choice of a fifth point of your choosing.

